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ABSTRACT
The parameter plane techniques were first introduced in an IEEE
paper dated November 4, 1964. The paper dealt mainly with the theory
of parameter planes whereby the roots of a polynomial could be deter-
mined graphically in terms of two parameters which may appear linearly
in any of the coefficients.
Later on methods were developed in manipulating cases with para-
meters appearing as a product in the coefficients. Also by incrementing
a third parameter every time, we can talk about a three-dimensional
parameter space.
In this text parameter plane techniques have been used to plot
the imaginary axis as a function of two parameters. From this plot
we get curves of frequency versus each of the parameters so that we
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1. Introduction
Up to now, oscillating circuits have been studied from the point
of view of frequency changing as a function of one parameter of the
circuit.
In this work the author attempts to study the frequency variation
of oscillating circuits containing an active element when two parameters
of the circuit or of the active element are continuously adjustable
while, in certain cases, a third parameter is incremented.
Studying oscillators from this point of view is quite challenging
because it is usually the case that in circuits like these more than
one parameter can be changed.
So in the present text an attempt is made to adapt the newly devel-
oped parameter plane techniques to the study of oscillating circuits
and at the same time we test the validity of this technique for circuits
containing active elements.
The well known oscillators such as Phase Shift, Colpitt's, Hartley,
Tuned plate and tuned grid are to be studied for different sets of para-
meters for each one and by incrementing the gain.
Evidently the same techniques can be applied to oscillating cir-
cuits with a transistor as an active element.
From the parameter plane curves we will derive the "sensitivity
curves", that is, curves of frequency versus one of the two parameters.
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2. Tube phase shift oscillator
In order to produce self-sustained oscillations in an amplifier,
two conditions must be satisfied:
a. The voltage introduced from the output of the amplifier
to its input must be in phase with the input voltage.
b. The overall amplification of the network must be equal to,
or greater than unity.
That is if A = amplification parameter and B = fraction of output
voltage of the amplifier introduced into the input of the amplifier, then
AB -^ 1 and since this is a vector relationship,
A = |a|A
and
B = IbI Z£
Therefore relations to be satisfied are
|A|.|B| = 1
9 + )^ =
Let us examine and analyze the following phase-shift oscillator.
Figure 2-1. Phase Shift Oscillator
in which we fix the first two capacitors and resistors at the same value
of C and R respectively, and make the last set of those, C , R variable,
12
so that we will be able to study the frequency sensitivity from the para-
meter-plane point of view, with parameters C^ and R^.








Figure 2-2. Equivalent Circuit
where R^, k- are the plate resistance of the tube and amplification factor.
Using Thevenin's equivalent, looking to the left of points x-x we
have:
where









o r: + R
^ P
2-1. Derivation of characteristic equation.
Setting up the 3 loop equations of figure 2-3
(1)
^i^^i
"^ ^ "^j^^ - I2R = E
-%A
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(2) -I^R + I2(2R +jX) - I3R =
(3) -loR + Io(R + R +JX ) =V * V
To solve for I^, eliminate I„ between (1) and (3)
(4) 13^ (R^ + R +JX) - l3(R + R^ +JX^) = E
E + l3(R + R^ +jXv)
^1






Put I-,, 1 2 into (2)
(5) -R
l3(R + R^ 4-jX^) + E
R;^ + R +jX
. ^ l3(R + R^ +JX^)




RCR + R^ +JX^) ^
^
(2R +JX)(R + Ry +iXv)




R;L + R +jX
R(R + R^ +Jx^) (2R + X)(R + R^ +JX^)
R^ + R +JX R
- R
RE
R;^ + R +JX
I3
R(R^ + R +JX)
-r2(R + R^ +JX^) + (2R +JX)(R^ + R +JX)
(R + R^ +JX^) - r2(R^ + R +JX)
RE
R-,^ + R +JX
14
-^r-R2(R + R^ +JX^) + (2R +JX)(R^ + R +JX)(R + R^ +JX^)
-r2(Rj^ + R +JX)1 = RE
9
R^E
(6) lo = ^ : : : n
^
-R^(R+Rv-yX^)+(2RH/X)(Ri+R-yX)(R+R^H|X^) - R^CR^+Rh/X)
The voltage at the output of the phase circuit is
e = I3R^,
so calling the denominator of (6), D
r2r E
The total amplification of circuit AB = and from (7)
®o
= (- 4") -^— = ^- 4->(AB)A e_ A
*;ih
The characteristic equation of this feedback amplifier is AB = 1
or
r2r
AB = A( g-^) = 1
or
Ar2r^ + D =
which by appropriate manipulation leads to
(9) c2rc^R^(AR2 + r2 + 2RR-[^) + C^(r2R]^) S^ +rRvCv(3RC + R^C)









(8) B = -
r2r^
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)y\ R^C^ + C^R + 3RC + R^^C^R S + 1 =
2-2. Summary of parameter plane techniques.
Equation (9) is a third order equation for which we apply the para-
meter-plane techniques for variables R and C . Those variables occur
in the coefficients of the equation as follows:
Ko + C„K/, + Krl S^
^
^vH + K7J S + 1 = 0.
In other words some of the coefficients of the characteristic equation
appear as
Such a characteristic equation is treated by Dr. G.J. Thaler as
follows: Let characteristic equation
n




a,. = bi^C, + C„R + h^C R + d^,
K Kv Kv Kvv K





SK = UJK^JKe ^ ^jK(cosKe + jsinKG)
But Chebyshev functions
Tf^(3) = cosKe = cos (kcos"^^ )
16
u (T) = ^inKi
^K^ i ^ sine
So





2. (-1)^ aj^ fjj^ Uj^ (^) =
K=0









Hi = 21 (-i)\aj\(I) ^2^-^ (-l)\a>\(5)
K=0 K=0
K=0 K=0




- ^Adh^^rc) ^ (i>






To plot the imaginary axis of S plane ( "^ =0) on the parameter plane,
we set y = to equation (12) and for every value of frequency U) we
get a pair of C , R from equation (12), for the positive sign of R^ orV V
'-'V
Rj^ and a pair for the negative sign of R^ or Rj, which come from the
extraction of the square root.
If we do the same thing for different values of gain A we shall get
a family of curves "^ = fo'^ different A which may represent different
tubes.
Then if we fix R and use A and C as parameters we can get theV v
3=0 curves
.
Let us give some numerical values to the fixed parameters of the
circuit, such as: R = IM and R, = lOK . Now for different typical
values for the gain A = 30, 40, 50 and for capacitors C = 10 , 10"
,
10 fd. We study the result of the oscillator keeping as parameters,
C^ and R^.
2-3. Parameter plane curves C versus R^ for different ranges of fre-
quencies .
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C = 10"^ f
R = 1 M
For A = 30
I
31.02 R^C^ + lO^C^ S^ + n.Ol R^C^ + 2.01 x lO^C^ + I.02J S^
+ (r C + lO^C + 3.0110" S + 1 =
I V V
For A = 40
41.02R^C^ + 10 C I S-^ + - - - (same as above)
For A = 50
J51.02R^C^ + lO^C^ S^ + - (same as above)
Parameters C„, R C = 10"^V' V
A = 30, 40, 50
R^ = 10 K
R = 1 M
For A = 30
[0^0.3102 X 10"^) + C^(0.1 X 10~^)J S^ +
JC^R^(0.301 X 10"2) + C^(0.201 x 10^) + (0.102 x 10"^) I S^ +
I
R C + C (0.1 X 10^) + (0.301 X 10"2) S + 1 =
I V V V I
For A = 40
I C^R^(0.4102 X 10"^) + G^(0.1 x 10~^)J S^ + - - (same as above)
For A = 50
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Parameters C^, R^ C = lO"-'"^
A = 30, 40, 50
R]^ = 10 k
R = 1 M
For A = 30
[c^R^(0.3102 X 10"^°) + C^CO.l X 10"^) J S^ +
[c R (0.301 X 10-5) + c (0.201 X lO^) + (0.102 x 10-^^1 S^ +
L
V V V J
C R + C„(0.1 X lO'') + (0.301 X 10-5) s + 1 =
L V V v^ J
For A = 40
[c^R^(0.4l02 X 10-^°) + C^(0.1 X lO"'')
j
S^ + (same as above)
For A = 50
fc R (0.5102 X 10"^°) + C (0.1 X 10"'') |
I V V V J
lO""-") S-^ + - - -(same as above)
Results for Parameters C„, R
The computer results have been plotted into different sets of curves
on the parameter C^, R plane.
The capacitors C have been given extreme and mid-values in order
to study the pattern of oscillator behavior and it is not necessary that
this type of analysis hold for all frequencies.
This analysis is valid for mid-frequencies range, where the inter-
electrode capacitance effects of active elements can be neglected and the
active element gain can be considered as a function of passive elements
only and independent of frequencies. Namely A = (_ i .
^i ^ ^
For Constant Gain A
Studying the curves we recognize that for the same value of C and
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via C , R over a certain range of frequencies depending on the value of
C. For lower values of C the range of frequencies is increased and vice
-12
versa. For example, for gain A = 50 and C = 10 , we control frequency
from to = 169890 to 885090 rad/sec while for A = 50 and C = 10"^ we can
vary u) from .168 to .885 as shown in Figures 2-14 and 2-6 respectively.
We can roughly say that the range of frequencies spans about one decade
of frequencies.
For one value of R there are usually 2 values of C„ and thereforeV ^ V
2 different frequencies, one at the low part and one at the high part of
the frequency band, that the oscillator can oscillate. For example, from
Figure 2-5, for R = 2.2 M correspond tO = .826 rad/sec C^ = .05 uf and
i^ = .224 rad/sec C^ = 2.15 pf.
Also for a certain part of the band, for a fixed value at C^ there
are 2 values of R that can make the oscillator work, one at mid-part and
one at low part of the frequency band, i.e. from Figure 2-10 for C =
2 pf we have tt) = 356 rad/sec, R = 0.48 M in the mid-part and CO =
174.3 rad/sec, R^ = 4.48 M in the low part of the frequency band.
The low part of the band presents the more linear variation of
parameters and may be considered that it gives more stable frequency re-
sults, such as for U) = 193230 to tO = 240670 rad/sec of Figure 2-13.
The mid-part is almost horizontal, like the part between frequencies
U; = 359500 and U) = 620080 of Figure 2-14, so small variations of R^ may
cause drift from constant amplitude oscillations to increasing or de-
creasing in amplitude. So that decreasing in amplitude may cause stop
of oscillation and increasing of amplitude will eventually cause satur-
ation of active elements.
Also, variation at C , if R remains constant, will cause a change
33
in frequency so this effect may be used to measure variations of C^ by
measuring the frequency change.
The high part of the band, like from CO = 814370 to 6l> = 885090
rad/sec of Figure 2-14, is almost vertical and small variations of C
may eventually cause drift to right or left of jiO axis in the S plane
and hence have an increase or decrease in amplitude of oscillations.
For various values of gain A
If gain A is increased, say from A = 30 to A = 50, the curves of
T = give the same pattern of frequency variation, namely, low, mid
and high part of the frequency band.
From Figure 2-9, the low part is from about U) = 194.7 to tJ = 255.1
rad/sec, mid part from 2 25.1 to 774.9 rad/sec and the high part from
774.9 to 852.4 rad/sec.
The lower the gain is, the narrower the band of frequencies is. For
example, from Figure 2-11 for A = 30, the frequency band is about from
to = 237.5 to "J = 740 rad/sec while for A = 50 the band ranges from ix> =
168.8 to to = 866 rad/sec.
The lower the gain A, the narrower the range of values that C can
take, while R can be varied almost over the same range of values for all
gains, i.e. from Figure 2-7 for A = 30 , C varies from 0.1 to 1.4 uf and
for A = 50, C^ varies from 0.05 to 3.3 lif. R varies for all gains al-
most between 0.5 to 7 M
'R has a minimum value that the system can oscillate, and this value
goes down as A goes up. As shown in Figure 2-16 for A = 30, minimum
R = 0.8 M , for A = 50 minimum R = . 35 M .V V
C has a maximum possible value that oscillations can be sustained.
This maximum value is increased as gain A goes up. From Figure 2-16,
34
fo r A = 30, maximum C^ = 1.35 liuf and for A = 50, maximum C =3.3 uuf.
2-4. Parameter plane curves C versus A for different ranges of frequencies,
Now we wish to study the problem from a different point of view.
We want to see the frequency variation pattern and frequency sensitivity,
by plotting the ^ = curves with variable parameters C and A.
Typical values for the circuit constants can be given such as:
R^ = 10 K
R = R^ = 1 M
ft 19
and also for the capacitors C we give values from 10~ to 10" fd.
For C = 10~" equation (3) becomes
C^ C AR^R + C (R r2 + 2R R,R + R^R^ ) / S^
I V V vv vl IJ
+
I
C (3RCR + R R C + 2r2c + RR^C) + (R^C^ + 2RRtC2) | s2VVlv -L IJ
+ jC^CR + R^) + (3RC + R^C) S + 1 =
putting niimerical values
I 10^ C^A + 1.03 X lOlS c 7 S^
+[5.03 X 10^ C^ + 1.02] S^ + [2 X 10^ C^ + 3.O1J S + 1 =
Fc^A + C^ (1.03)1 S^ + jc^ (5.03 x lO^) + (1.02 x 10"^) S^
+ |c^(2 X 10^) + (3.01 X 10"^)|S+ 1=0
|C^A(10-6) + C^(1.03 X 10"^)
J
S^ + C^(5.02) + 1.02 x lO""^^/
•
•S^ +/C^(2 X 10^) + 3.01 X 10-6 I s + 1 =
For C = 10-^


































































Results for Parameters C^, A.
For various values of capacitors C we can have oscillations by
varying G^ and A over a specific range of frequencies which is almost
one decade. From Figure 2-18, frequency varies from CO = 140 to ^ =
885 rad/sec while from Figure 2-19 UJ = 141800 to "-> = 879910 rad/sec.
The lower part of the band presents frequencies of linear variation
of parameters C and A and give a perfect region of operation as far as
sensitivity of oscillation is concerned. From Figure 2-18, the linear
part is from <^ = 140.6 to to = 387.7 rad/sec.
There is a minimum value of gain so that the system will oscillate,
namely A = 28 for all values of C as it is clearly seen in Figures 2-17,
2-18, and 2-19. This result is in agreement with what has been already
proven [ij analytically that for R R,, A = 29. For the same circuit,
if R^ = R and C^ = C we find that
^" I. 5C4-)' * "'4^[3-C-|->^]^.-[ci-)^-ai-.4,ci)]R R
In order to have oscillations, the imaginary part must be zero, or
and if we set X = — and solve for frequency we get




' 27T RC \rr
for R>^ R;^.
Now the equation for the ratio using equation (7) and (8) we
E
have —£_ = — and for oscillations — = - —L_
.
E -Ae^ -Ae^ A
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and solving for A we get
Rn Ri 9
A = 29 + 23 —— + 4(—1-)^
R R
For R>^R-i as it is usually the case, A = 29. But this is true for the
special case where C^ = C and R^ = R. We have proved now by curves of
Figures 2-17, 2-18, and 2-19 that this holds true even if the outermost
capacitor C is variable. Moreover it is shown from these figures that
when A has its minimum value, C^ is approximately 0.5C. For example, for
C = 10"^ and for A = 30 C^ = 0.5 x lO^^, for C = lO'^^ c^ = 0.5 x lO"^^^
The high part of the band is almost vertical as in Figure 2-18 from
<^ = 699 to W>= 885 rad/sec. If we consider that A is constant, we must
have means of making very small adjustments of C in order to have oscil-
lations at a specific frequency.
Near the middle of the band where A =s 30 we may have considerable
variations in frequency for only slight change in gain. So if the tube
is subject to gain variations this is not a recommended area of opera-
tion.
2-5. Parameter plane curves C^ versus R, for different ranges of fre-
quencies and different gains.
Rearrange equation (9) so that we will have as parameters R and
Cv
C^ j C^R^ (2RR^ + r2) + C^ (AR^R^ + R^^^) I S^
+ [c^Ri (R^C + RC) + C^ (3RR^C + 2r2c)
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Give again typical characteristic values as follows:
R = R = 1 M
V
A = 20, 30, 40, 50
C = 10"^
For A = 20
[c^Rj^CO.a X 10"^) + C^(0.201 X
10^) J S^
+ C^R^(0.2 X 10"^)
+ C (0.5 X 10^) + R, (0.2 X lO"-^-^) + 0.1 x 10"^ I S^
V i J
+|C^(0.2 x 107) + R^(0.1 X 10-S) + 0.3 X 10"^ 1 S + 1 =
For A = 30
I C^;^(0.3 X 10-5) + c^(0.301 X 10^)
For A = 40
S + (as above)
I
C^^(0.3 X 10-5) + c^(0.401 X 10^)] S^ + . . . .
For A = 50
rC^R^(0.3 X 10-5) ^ ^ (0.501 X 102) j S^ + . . . .
Higher Frequencies
To examine the situation for higher frequencies we set the capaci-
-12
tors at a value C = 10 fd and the other parameters the same.
So equation (9) becomes:
For A = 30
rc^R^(0.3 X 10-11) + C^(0.31 X 10-^) J S^ + C^R^(0.2 x
10"^)
+ C^(0.5 X 10^) + R3^(0.2 X 10-1^) + 0.1 x lO'l^J S^
















+|c^Rl(0.2 X 10-5) + C^CO.S X 10^) + R^(0.2 x 10"^'')
+ 0.1 x 10 ""I S^ +/C.(0.2 X 10^) + R^(0.1 X 10"^^)
+ 0.3 X 10-5 I S + 1 = 0.
For A = 50
fc^RjCO.a X 10-11) + C^(0.51 X 10-^)1 S
i
J
Results for Parameters R. , C^
For gain A = 20 there are no real values at R, , C^ that can produce
oscillations which agree with previous results, that minimum gain is
about 28.
The iO = curves have a parabolic shape with steeper slope at
higher frequencies. For example, in Figure 2-2 2 for frequencies WJ = 397.8
to l*^ = 799.9 rad/sec, the slope is steeper positive than from <^ = 323.7
rad/sec (negative slope).
There is a maximum value of R, for a given gain as for A = 30 max-
imvim R = 80 K and this value is higher for higher gains, as for A = 50
maximum R, = 780 K
The range of values of C is larger for higher gains. For A = 30
C varies from 2.9 x lO'^^ to 9.8 x lO'^^ farads while for A = 50 C„ =V V
1.3 X 10"-^° to 20.5 X lO"-'-^ farads.
The range over which the frequency can be controlled by R, , C is
wider for higher gains. For A = 40^ u> varies between 294.3 to 762.7
rad/sec and for A = 50 between 243.3 to 799.9 rad/sec.
Change of Rn = 1_E_ can be accomplished either intentionally
by changing the load resistance R-^ or by eventual changing of tube plate
res istance R due to temperatiore or supply voltage variations. From the
49
^ = curves it is evident that we have better frequency stability due
to small R, changes at low frequencies rather than high frequencies be-
cause the rate of frequency change is less at low frequencies.
This fact has been proven analytically as follows: We define:





frequency stability = change of oscil. freq.
oscillation frequency
Since we are interested in variation of parameter R^ , we can associate
df with dR-| as follows:




and differentiating we get:
df = 1 -2
or
R
df ^l dRn dR
(16) -^ = - -TT r— • ^V = K, ^
2R;L + 3R R^ 1 R^
where
K, = - ^
1 2R^ + 3R
rJrt.
But R-, - __ E
— and differentiating this with respect to R and
R{ + Rp P





1 ^l' 1 ^
2rJ + 3R(1 + —-—) Rt +
~
1 h
and calling the first factor of the right hand part of the equation K2,
we get
2 Rp
Figure 2-2 3 gives the family of curves for different gains A where
the constant iO curves have been superimposed. Those constant tO curves
appear to have almost the same slope.
Figures 2-24, 2-25, 2-26 are drawn for higher operating frequencies
and it is shown that frequency variations give the same pattern.
2-6. Sensitivity curves tO versus C^ with R^ varying.
The sensitivity in frequency of the oscillator can be studied better
with respect to one parameter only, and then with respect to the other.
So the next curves have been drawn as frequency versus one parameter,
while we do not take into account the second parameter of the parameter
plane. Nevertheless the other parameter is varying, as stated on each of
the curves.
The pattern of frequency variation versus C^ is the same for differ-
ent values of C as shown in Figures 2-27, 2-28, and 2-29. For lower fre-
quencies one needs large variations of C^ to produce a relative large
change in frequency. For example, from Figure 2-28, a change of C from
1.9 X 10"^ to 3.30 X 10"^ fd changes frequency from .17 x 10 rad/sec to
.225 X 10"^ rad/sec for a gain A = 50. As the gain goes lower, a lesser
and lesser variation of G^ is needed to produce the same change in fre-
quency.
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stability because the slightest change of C^ would cause considerable
change in frequency. As we go lower in gain the peak point flattens and
and shifted to higher frequencies so the same amount of change in C^
causes a severe change in frequency.
For higher frequencies ( (xJyf .225 x 10-^ rad/sec for A = 50, Figure
2-28), as we decrease C^, frequency is increasing in logarithmic fashion
and the lower the values of C^, the higher the frequency. For example,
a change of C^ from 3 uf to 2.5 uf changes frequency from 0.265 Krad/sec
to .295 Krad/sec while a change of C^ from 2 jif to 1.5 uf changes fre-
quency from .335 Kcps to .395 Kcps (Figure 2-28, A = 50).
2-7. Sensitivity curves tO versus R^ with C^ varying.
The pattern of frequency variation is the same for different values
of C which give different ranges of frequencies (Figures 2-30, 2-31, and
2-32)
From Figure 2-32. For low frequencies about W^ = .25 Mrad/sec varia-
tion of R gives the same variation in frequency for gains close to A = 50.
But as the gain is lower the change in frequency is higher. For a change
of R^ from 3 M to 2 M there is a change in frequency from .185 Mrad/
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In the middle range of frequencies (Figure 2-32) the higher the gain
is, the flatter the curve^ so there is an instability in frequency which
is more severe for higher gains. In other words small variations of R^
cause extensive variations of frequency when we operate on this part of
the curve.
For high frequencies the curves present again a workable area, but
here small changes of R^ cause large changes of frequency.
2-8. Sensitivity curves cO versus C^ with A varying.
The curves present the same pattern of variation in frequency for
different values of C (Figures, 2-23, 2-24, 2-25).
For low frequencies, the curves present a good workable part where
variation of C^ causes a reasonable variation of frequencies (for about
.3 krad/sec)in graph 39.
For high frequencies a very small variation of C^ causes a large
variation in frequency as for change of C 1 Lf to 0.5 uf frequency
changes from .5 to .5 krad/sec (Figure 2-34).
2-9. Sensitivity curves mJ versus A with C varying.
The curves are the same for different values of C (Figures
2-36, 2-37, 2-38).
There is a unique minimum in gain about A = 28 for all values
of C. For gain lower than that we cannot sustain oscillations.
For gains from 28 to about 70 there are two points on each
curve where we can have oscillations, one at low and one at high frequen-
cies, for example, for A = 60 (Figure 2-38), we can have oscillations at
(^ = .21 Mrad/sec or at M^ = .86 Mrad/sec.
2-10. Sensitivity curves uJ versus R, with C^ varying.
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the frequency curves, although they have the same shape,
are raised up by
R = 0.3 X 10^ (Figures 2-39, 2-40). For example peak value at
R^ for
A = 30 and C = 10"^ fd is 0.8 x 105 il and for C = lO'^^ ^g q.I x
10^
.
Also peak value of R^ for A = 50 and C = 10"^ fd is 7.8 x 10^^ and for
C = 10"^^ fd, R^ = 8.1 X 105^.
There is a peak value of R^^ for every value of gain, i.e. 8.1 x
lO^-O- for A = 50 (Figure 2.40). At this point frequency of oscillations
is unstable because small change of R^ may cause wide change of frequency
which is wider for lower gains because the curve is flatter for lower
gains and also this flat part is shifted to higher frequencies, i.e. for
A = 50 the flat part is at about u; = . 35 krad/sec and for A = 30 it is
shifted to O) = .48 krad/sec (Figure 2-39).
For a given gain we can tune to different frequencies of oscil-
lation with one value of R;|^.
The higher the gain, the wider is the range of frequencies we
can cover by varying R-^.
2-11. Sensitivity curves, U) versus C^, with R]^ varying.
There is the same pattern of frequency variation for different
values of C (Figures 2-41, 2-42).
For higher values of C^ (say G^ = 4 x 10"^ fd) we have variation
in frequency which is larger and larger as C^ gets smaller and smaller,
i.e., from Figure 2-41 for a change of C^ from 20 to 16 x 10"-^° fd for
A = 50 we have a change in frequency from ^ = .27 krad/sec to .285
krad/sec while for a change of C^ from 12 to 8 x lO"-*-^ fd we have a
change in frequency from .31 to .355 krad/sec.
For values of C^ smaller than 4 x 10 fd change in frequency is
more drastic as the curves get flatter and flatter at higher frequencies.
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2-12. Transistor phase shift oscillator.
The same problem can be handled with transistors instead of tubes,
with minor differences.
Transistor phase shift oscillator
Figure 2-43





Transistor phase shift equivalent circuit
Figure 2-44
Using Thevenin equivalent to the left of points x-x we get
R^ C c a
-\ II \ Ih
^^






R = output resistance




iv| = base current




^L^ % r^ ^ ' (Rl ^ %^^n "^
So we can call voltage gain of the transistor
A =
RL^ohFE
where r is the transistor base resistance plus the emitter resistance
referred to base r^ = r, + r (hpg + 1) which can be seen from the trans-
istor T equivalent circuit below. ^FE^b
B •- r—V-
<
Figure 2-46. T-equivalent circuit
Solving the 3 loop equations of Figure 2-3 we get
^3 =
R^E
-r2 ( R+R^+X^) + ( 2R+X) (R^ +R+X) (R+R^+X^) +r2 (R^ + R+X)













feedback factor B = - _Z_
D
and following the same technique we come out with the same characteristic
equation as in the tube oscillator.
The same results so far hold for transistor oscillators also.
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3. General Approach in Deriving Characteristic Equation^
We are going to further study the most common existing feed back
oscillator from the parameter plane point of view.













which is a typical 2 port network where we use y parameters for the active
element's circuit because we easier associate y parameters with the para-
meters of the circuit, say gm, 1/rp etc. For the feedback network, con-
versely, the Z parameters are used, because they are more readily avail-
able.
In the circuit above, the feedback loop is opened and the active
element circuit, which is an amplifier, is fed by an external voltage
V^. Then the input admittance of the amplifier, y. , which normally
loads the output of the feedback network is placed after feedback. This
situation now represents the case of an amplifier with feedback. But if
the amplifier and feedback components are so adjusted that V = V and
o i
Iq = I^ in magnitude and phase, then we can put the switch to the left
side and remove source V^. So we have the equivalent circuit.
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The fact that voltage at the output port is equal to the input
voltage before the feedback loop is closed, is equivalent to the fact
that the feedback in a closed system must be regenerative and closed
loop amplification under steady state conditions must be equal to unity
which gives the conditions for oscillations.
The conditions that output voltage and current are equal to
input voltage and current in magnitude and phase, are described by the
following equations, for a linearized amplifier circuit-
I = Vy^ + V'y^
I' = Vyf + Vy^
V = -I'Z^ - IZ^
V' = -rz^ - IZ^
Simultaneous solution of these 4 equations lead to the relation:
YcZc+ y-Z + y Z-+ y Z + (y-y - y^y )(Z.Z - Z^Z ) + 1 =
•^f f -^ L o •^o L -^ r r ^L-'o 'f'^r i o f r
Since Z = Z for a passive network and yf;:^y for an amplifier, y Z
is negligible so the equation becomes
YfZf H- y.Z^ + y^z. + (y.y^ - YfY^) (Z-Z^ - Z^Z^ +1=0
75
In the case of common cathode vacuum tubes where there is no grid
current flowing, y. and y are zero so equation becomes
(18) y^Z^ + y^Z^ +1=0
In a common-cathode circuit y^ = g and y^ = + where r_
•^f &m ^o r R^ P
is plate resistance and R^ the load resistance.
The above relation is nothing more than the condition for oscillation
AB=1 which by itself is the characteristic equation of the whole circuit.
We are going to use this relation in deriving the characteristic
equation in the S plane of representative types of oscillators.
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4. Colpltt's Oscillator












Figure 4-1. Colpitt's oscillator
Characteristic equation:





^ L cuC^Cj "JC2 C2 J
1 r 1 ^ r ^ L 1 ^
_^ J_+_SCi
"^~L S^CiC2 SC2 C2 J Z s2Ci
r + S^CiL
1 1 S^rCnCo + S-^CiCoL + SC9 + SCn
Z = r + SL + —-— + — + ^ "^ ^ ^
OU T OO/^
S^CiC2L + S rCiC2 + C^ + C2
0CYC2
s2CiC1^2
Plug into the characteristic equation:
1
=m 2 •^o
o U -1 L»n Z




Sm "• Yo^^'^^l^ " ^^l'^ + 1) + s2CiC2Z =
„ 9 r s2C;lC2^ ^ S ^CiC2 +Ci + C2 1





g + S^y C]^L + Sy^C-^r +7^ + 3 C^C2L + S rC^C2+ SC^ + SC =
S^C^C2L + S^(y C^L + rC^C^ + S (y^G^r + C^ + C2) + (g^ * Yq^ = ^
where
y = J_ = _J__ - _1e_1_^
divide by y and set gam A =
yo
„ C-iCoL r, rCiCo Ci + Co
S^ —^-^— + S^CC^L + —) + S(C^r + — —) + (A + 1) =
Yq Yq Yq
4-2. Parameter plane curves C, versus L for different gains.
Giving different values to the tube circuit parameters:
For A = 30
-4
y = 10 mhos
•^ o
r = 100 -f^
C2 = 10"^2 fd
The characteristic equation becomes:
S^(10"^C^L) + S^CC^L + lO-^C^) + 8(1.01 x 10^Ci+10"®)+31 =
For A = 40
S^^dO'^C^^L) + S^(C;^L + lO-^C;,^) + 3(1.01 x lO^C^^ + lO-^) +41 =
For a = 50
S^dO-^C^L) + s2(CiL + lO-^C^) + 3(1.01 x lO^C^^ + lQ-^) +51 =
78
,-1 o CO 1^ ijo m
i!iji|f;!i-jir{ijKr||Ti i.j:| M jy; |
•-H o> oD r^ u> m
Tpr
»-> OT 00
Results for Colpltt's; Parameters Ci , L
If we fix capacitor C2 of the feedback circuit at the value of lji|af
and have as varying parameters the other capacitor C-]^ and L, for low
frequencies such as w^30 x 10^ rad/sec, we have control of frequency
by only varying inductance L. For example, for gain A = 40, C-j^ must be
fixed to 39 piaf in order to have oscillations.
This value of C;]^ is higher, the higher the gain is, i.e., for gain
A = 30, C;^ = 29 ^pf and for A = 50 , C-,^ 49 h\if
.
For higher frequencies ( to ^ 30 x 10 rad/sec) C, remains no more
constant, but it must be reduced while L is reduced in order to have
oscillations at higher and higher frequencies.
Constant ^ curves are vertical. So if the gain changes and L is
constant, then by varying C we stay at the same frequency. So by virtue
of this fact, we can detect any change in gain by the change of C-i tuned
for a certain frequency. For example, for gain A = 50, we set L = . 6mh
and C, = 49 ^hf in order to have oscillations at 41.505 Mrad/sec, but if
C]^ tunes at C = 39 piif for the same frequency, it means that gain is
A = 40 and not 50.
4-3. Parameter plane curves Co versus L for different gains.
For the following typical values of the circuit parameters:




C^ = lO"-^^ fd
Characteristic equation:
3 C1C2L -;, rCiCo Ct + C^
S^ 1-^— + S^CCnL + i-£_) + s(C,r + —i 2_) + (a + 1) =






For A = 30
S3(10-8C2L) + s2(10-^C2 + IQ-^^l) + sClO^Cj+l.Ol x 10"®)+ 31 =
For A = 40
S3(10-SC2L) + S2(10-6C2 + 10"^^^) + S(10^C2+1.01 x 10"^)+ 41 =
For A = 50
S^(10-SC2L) + S^ClO-^Cj + lO-l^L) + S(10^C2+1.01 x 10"^)+ 51 =
Results for Colpltt's; Parameters C2 > L
Now if we fix the other capacitor of the circuit C-, = 1 |iUf and have
variable parameters C^ and L we see from Figures 4-3 and 4-4 that for low
and mid frequencies (up to <^ = 0.1 x 10° rad/sec) we have linear varia-
tion of parameters C2, L.
The constant oJ curves are horizontal so again for constant L and
different gains we must adjust only C2 to have a certain frequency of
oscillations and by this means we can detect any gain changes in terms
of frequency change.
For high frequencies parameter C2 remains constant while varying
only L we can tune to any frequency (Figure 4-5). This result can be
used to detect any variation of L in terms of frequency if C2 is sup-
posed to be constant. For example for A = 50, if C^ = 0.02 uuf suppose
we drift from frequency wJ = 321.8 Mrad/sec to 5 31.8 Mrad/sec it means
that L has changed from 0.49 mh to 0.18 mh.
C2 has the value of 0.035 ^iif for A = 30 and reduces for higher
gains, C2 = 0.02 |ipf for A = 50.
4-4. Sensitivity curves tAj versus C-i with L varying.
From Figure 4-6 we conclude that for changes of C, we have almost
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V/change in frequency. The curves present the same shape for different
gains.
4-5. Sensitivity curves u) versus L with C-j^ varying.
For all the gains we have the same curve so frequency versus L curve
is independent of gain (Figure 4-7).
As L gets higher and higher values, of the order of 10"^ h then the
curve is getting flatter and flatter so a wide change in L causes only
small change in frequency.
As L is getting lower and lower values, of the order of 10~ h,
then the lower the value of L the wider the change in frequency, i.e.
5 5
change of L from .5 x 10" h to .4 x 10" h causes a change in frequency
from .45 x 10 to .5 x 10 rad/sec . , while a change of L from .3 x lO"-*
c 9to .2 X 10"-" h causes a change m frequency from **^ = .59 x 10 to
VJ = .12 y: 109 rad/sec.
4-6. Sensitivity curves u> versus C2 with L varying.
For low and middle frequencies, or for a^ up to 1 x 10' rad/sec,
the curves for different gains give the same pattern of frequency varia-
tion with Co as shown in Figures 4-8 and 4-9.
As we change Cj from a high value to lower and lower values we have
a higher and higher change in frequency, i.e., from Figure 4-8 for A = 40
for a change of C from 25 x 10"^ to 20 x 10" fd there is a change is
frequency from .4 krad/sec to .445 Mrad/sec while a change of C2 from
15 X 10"^ to 10 X 10"^ fd gives a change in frequency from .52 Mrad/sec
to .63 Mrad/sec. The change in frequency is higher as we approach the
flattening part of the curves.
» 9For higher frequencies like tA^ = 10 rad/sec with a constant C^ ^^










meter L) , i.e. for C2 = -2 x 10"^^ fd for A = 50 (Figure 4-10).
4-7. Sensitivity curves (/) versus L with C2 varying.
For low and middle frequencies, up to UJ = 10^ rad/sec the frequency
curves are the same for all A's (Figures 4-11, 4-12). If we work on the
left part of the curve, say LO-^.S x 10'^ (Figure 4-12), for a change in
the lower values of L we have wider changes in frequency rather than for
_2
changes of L in the higher values, i.e. for a change of L from 8 x 10 h
to 7 X 10"2 h we have /i(V= 0.225 x 10^ while for a change from 5 x 10~
to 4 X 10-2 ^g have^"'= .5 x 10^ rad/sec.
If L goes to a lower and lower value we have a wider change in fre-
quency as we approach the flattening part of the curves. For higher
frequencies (aj= 10^ rad/sec) we have different curves for different
gains (Figure 4-13) and variation of frequency with L is logarithmic and
it is always the same because '*^ / _~L_ is almost constant.
OJ L
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5. Hartley Oscillator .







Figure 5-1. Hartley Oscillator
Characteristic equation:




Zp = r9 + L2r;^)
Z.
1
Z = rx + r2 + SL^ + SL2 + 2SM +
Plug into the characteristic equation:
SC






. „2^ T T o2..2.
>J
gmrir2 - -^ ^ S^g^LiL2 - S^M^ ^ SL^r^g^ + SL2r^g^ +




s3(Cg^LiL2 - CM2g^ + CLiL2y^ - CM2y^) h-
s2(CL;l'^2^ "
^^2'^l^m " ^^1^2yo "" ^^2'^iyo "" ^^1 "" ^^2 "" ^^^^
""
Divide by y and set A = —SL_ and we get
S-^(ACL-,^L2 - ACM^ + CL^L2 - Cm2)
+ S^(ACLir2 + ACL2r-|^ + CL]^r2 + CL2r-|^ +2 CL]L
^ ^'^2 "^ 2CM
^o
Cr;^ + Cr2
+ S(ACr^r2 - AM + Cr^r2 + L2 + • + (r2 + ——) =
5-2. Parameter plane curves C versus L-, for different gains.
Giving characteristic values to the tube circuit parameters such as
y = 10"^ mhos
r^ = r2 = 100 Jl
M = 10~^ henries




S^ rCL^(AL2 + L2) - C(Am2 + M^)] +
o r 1 Lo + 2M
"1
S^ CL3^(Ar2 + ^2 + —!—) + C(AL2r-,^ + L2r]^ + —
J
+
L ^o ^o -•
S rc(Arir2 + r^v^ + ^^ ^ ^^ ) + (L2 - AM) + r2 + — =
S^ [cL^(0.31 X 10"^) - C(0.31 X 10-^)1 +
S2 fcLj^d.Sl X 10^) + C(15.1)J + s)c(2.3 x lO^) - 2 x IQ-^J
+ 1.01 X 10^ =
For A = 40
o3
1 CLi(0.41 X 10-1) _ c(0.4l X 10~^)J +
S^fcL^^d.^l X 10^) + C(16.1)| + slc(2.41 X 10^) - 3 x 10"^/
+ 1.01 X 10^ =
For A = 50
S^ / CL^^CO.Sl X lO"-*-) - C(0.51 X 10-6)/ +
S2 / CL^d.Sl X 10^) + C(17.1)/ + S /c(2.5 x 10^) - 4 x lO'^/
+ 1.01 X 10^ =
Results for Hartley oscillator: Parameters C, L,
For low frequencies up to U^ = 90 krad/sec C remains constant and
its value is higher for higher gains. For A = 30, 0= 1.01 x 10"^ fd
and for A = 50, C = 1.07 X 10"^ fd.




In the case of the mid frequencies, in order to achieve a certain
frequency of oscillation we must vary both variables C and L, (Figure
5-2).
5-3. Parameter plane curves C versus L_ for different gains.
Giving typical values to the tube circuit parameters as;
y^ = 10"^ mhos
r;^ = r2 = 100 SI
M = 10"^ henry
L-i = 10"-^ henry
Characteristic equation:
S3 rCL2(AL^ + L;^) - CCAM^ + M^))*
9 r 1 Li + 2M ]
S^ CL^CAr, + r. + ) + CCAL.r^ + L, R_ + — 1 +
L 2 1 1 y^ 12 12 Yo '
S [c(Ar^r2 + r^r2 + ""^
IJ^
) ^ L2 - AmJ . [r2 ^
-^j =
S^jCL2(0.31 X 10"^) - C(0.31 x
10~^)J +
S2 I CL2(0.131 X 10^) + C(15.1)J + sjc(2.31 x 10^) + L2
'J
For A = 30
- 0.3 X 10"2 + 1.01 X 10^ =
For A = 40
S^[cL2(0.4l X 10"^) - C(0.41 x 10-6)J +
S2 rCL2(0.l41 X 105) + C(16.1)J + s/c(2.41 x 10^) +
L2 - O.k X 10-2 + 101 X 10^ =
We also get similar equations for A = 70 and A = 90.
Results for Hartley: Parameters C, Ly




them where there are complex values of variable parameters. For example,
for A = 40, frequency starts at ^ = 83213 rad/sec and increases to the
left, for C = 7.7 X 10"^ farads and l.^ = 0.0125 h. Also we can achieve
the same frequency for C = 4.9 x 10"^ farads and L2 = 0.0195 h, and
from that point on frequency increases down the curve on the other
branch. So we see that we can achieve the same frequency for two dif-
ferent sets of values of parameters, one at one branch of the curve and
another at the other branch.
The constant frequency curves are consistent for both branches of
5=0 curves. In other words if we extend constant W curves of one
branch of ^ = curves, they fall on top of the same constant <^ curves
of the other branch of 3 ~ ^ curves as the constant ^ = 104930 rad/sec.
If we follow one branch of curves, say the right hand part of
Figure 5-3, it continues on Figure 5-4 for higher frequencies, we see
that for higher frequencies such as ^^800 krad/sec L2 remains con-
stant, Lo = 38.0 mh for A = 50 and is lower for lower gains, L2 = 26
mh for A = 30. So in this area of curves we have frequency control by
varying only C.
If we follow the other branch of the curves 5 =0, we can increase
frequency of oscillation by decreasing Lo, and first increasing, then
decreasing and lastly keeping C constant. For frequencies up to ^ =
93442 rad/sec for A = 50, C increases then up to "^ = 700 krad/sec, C
decreases and for higher frequencies C remains constant, while the fre-
quency is controlled by varying only L.,.
In other words for high frequencies *^^ 700 krad/sec, we can have
either capacitive or inductive control. For lower frequencies ( w^< 700
krad/sec) we control frequency by varying both parameters.
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There is a maximum and minimum value of C for a given gain. For
example, for A = 40 , C varies from a minimum value of C = 1.6 uf to a
maximum of C = 9.5 uf . These values go higher for higher gains, as for
A = 50, with minimum C = 1.9 uf and maximum C = 11.1 uf.
Also there is a maximum value of L2 > such as L^ = 0.026 h for A =
30 which goes higher for higher gains, L2 = 0.038 h for A = 50.
There is a "dead zone" between the 2 branches of "^ = curves,
where it seems that the oscillator does not oscillate, because the para-
meters have complex values. Let us test one of the points of the "dead
-1 -9
zone", say L^ = 0.2 x 10 h and C = 7 x 10 farads and for gain A =
50. We plug those values into the characteristic equation:
S3 j(7 X 10"^)(0.2 X 10"^)(0.51 x 10"^) - 7 x 10'^
(0.51 X 10-6)/ +
S^ f(7 X 10-9)(0.2 X 10-1) (0.151 ^ 10^) + 7 x 10~^(17.1)J +
S [(7 X 10"^)(2.51 X 106) + 0.3 X 10"-^ - 0.5 x 10-2J +
1.01 X 10^ =
Set S = j<A) and equalizing real and imaginary parts to zero we
get for the real part:
- o)^ I 0.212 X 10-5 + 0.12 X 10-^1 = - 1.01 x 10^
2 1.01 X 10^ , ,_ ,-9
^^ = = 4.75 X 10^
0.213 X 10-^
^ = 6.85 X 10^ rad/sec which is almost the same as the constant
curve ^ = 6.8593 x 10^ which falls on the selected point. So appar-
ently the system must oscillate at this frequency.
5-4. Parameter plane curves C versus A.
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ri = r2 = 100 XL
M = 10"^ henry
L^ = L2 = 10"2 henry
Characteristic equation becomes:
S^fACCgg X 10"^) + C(.99 x 10-^)j + S2^AC(2 X 10-b +
C(22.2)] + S fAC(lO^) + C(.201 x 10^) - ACIO"^) + lO'^J +
1.01 X 10^ =0
From Figure 5-5, for high frequencies, we observe that in the part
of the high frequencies of the curve, for 0^^1.5 x 10^ rad/sec, the
variation of frequency is independent of gain A which reaches its min-
imum value A=l for this range of frequencies.
For the rest of the curve both gain and capacitor change is re-
quired in order to get frequency variation.
For lower frequencies UJ^.17 x 10 rad/sec. Figure 5-6, We see
that capacitor C reaches a maximum value C = 1.3 x 10~° fd for a gain
of about A = 300 and then drops to a limit value C = 1 x 10~° fd for
very high gains.
5-5. Sensitivity curves U) versus C with L varying.
4 £1For frequencies less than 6 x 10 rad/sec and down to .8 x 10 the
parameter C is constant for each value of gain, i.e. C = 1.01 x 10" fd
for A = 30 (Figure 5-7). The frequency is controlled only by means of
the other parameter L^^. In other words, if L-, is inadvertently varied
then we have frequency instability.
For frequencies greater than 6 x 10 rad/sec, frequency varies
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for A = 30 (Figure 5-7) for a change of C from .7 x 10"® to . 6 x 10~® f,
A.IA) = 4 X 10^ rad/sec while for a variation of C from .3 x 10"^ to . 2 x
10"^ fd A"^= 12 X 10^ rad/sec.
For higher frequencies ( u>^ 4 x 10^ rad/sec) the curves for differ-
ent gains coincide so frequency curves are independent of gain.
5-6. Sensitivity curves (/J versus L;|^ with C varying.
The curves for different A's have the same slope so —— /
is almost constant (Figure 5-8).
5-7. Sensitivity curves U) versus C with L„ varying.
For low frequencies, from 1 x 10^ to 7 x 10 rad/sec (Figure 5-9)
one value of C can give 2 values of frequency, as for C = 5 x 10"^ fd
and A = 50, <*> = .8 x 10^ rad/sec or a-» = 3 x 10^ rad/sec.
The constant gain curves fall on top of each other for C < 3 x 10"
fd or frequency curves are independent of gain for io'^k.5 x 10^ rad/sec.
There is a gap between each constant A curve around C = 6 x 10"^
fd as it appears also on Figure 5-3.
For a given gain A there is a maximum value of C as for A = 40,
maximum C = 9.5 x 10" fd which can produce frequency instability if
the other parameter (L2) is unstable
For higher frequencies (Figure 5-10), the slope of the curve on
Au^ / Aclog-log paper ls almost constant so / ^ constant
5-8. Sensitivity curves 6U versus Lo with C varying.
There are 2 values of L2 that can give the same frequency for a
given gain A. (Figure 5-11). For A = 30, CU = 1 x 10 rad/sec for
L2 = .1 X 10~ or .15 x lO"-*- h and we can conclude from the analog com-









There is a minimum value of frequency of oscillations, i.e. for
A = 30, minimum ^ = 1 x 10 rad/sec. As we decrease L2 (Figure 5-11)
we cause less and less change in CU as we approach the flattening part
of the left branch. Also, for values of L2 greater than .5 x 10"^ h,
the left branch of curves flattens so we have less change in ^ .
For higher frequencies and increasing L2 beyond .2 x 10" h we pick
up the right branch of curves which continues on Figure 5-12, There is
a maximum value of L2 for a given gain where frequency is varied only
by the other parameter (C) , i.e. for A = 50, maximum L2 = 3.8 x 10"^ h.
5-9. Sensitivity curves (X) versus A with C varying.
From figure 5-13 one observes that for high frequencies U) ^ 3 Mrad/
sec, A remains constant at its minimum value A = 1 while for CAJ ^ 3 Mrad/
sec, logarithmic variation of gain causes logarithmic variation of fre-
quency (Figure 5-14).
5-10. Sensitivity curves tO versus C with A varying.
From the curve of Figure 5-15 for high frequencies u>^ , 2Mrad/sec
one observes that logarithmic variation of frequency corresponds to
logarithmic variation of capacitor, while gain is changing accordingly.
For frequencies tL'^0.2 Mrad/sec, (Figure 5-16), C reaches a peak
value C = 1.3 X 10~° fd at ^ = .1 Mrad/sec and then drops to a limit-
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6. Hartley "Dead Zone".
6-1. Analog computer simulation.
In order to study the Hartley oscillator at values of parameters C
and Lo in the "dead zone", we simulate the problem in the analog compu-
ter.
An oscillator can be regarded as a feedback problem of gain A and
feedback B as shown below:
Output
Figure 6-1. Feedback Circuit
The transfer function of this system is:
W(S) =
1 - AB
The characteristic equation 1 - AB is already found so we have the
transfer function:
W(S) =
gmf|('^1^2 - f - s2LiL2 - s2m2 . SL^r2 + SL2rpJ
L^ C sc J





Jr]^r2 -il+ s2l^L2 - s2m2 + SL]^r2 + SL2r^ "]
L
~C ScJ ^o
By appropriate manipulation of this equation, we get:
aJs2c(L;L + ^2 "^ ^^^ "^ SCCrj^ + r2) + Ij
W(S) =
S^(ACyQL^L2 - ACyoM2 + CyQLiL2 - CyQM2) +
s2fACyQL;^r2 + ACyQL2r-^ + CyQL;Lr2 + CyQL2r3^ + C(L3^+L2 + 2in) 1 +
SrACyorir2 - Ay^M + CyQr^r2 + yQL2 + CCr^ + r2)7 + r2y^ + 1
We give the following set of values to the parameters of the circuit
and tube.
y_ = 10"^ mhos
r^ = r2 = 100 J^
M = 10"^ Henry
L, = 10" Henry
Also, we select a point in the "dead zone" defined by:
A = 50
L2 = 0.3 X 10"^ h
C = 7 X 10-^ f
and the transfer function becomes:
W(S) = 50J"s2(1.48
X 10-10)+s(1.4 x 10"^) + Ij
S^(0.715 X 10-15)+S2(0.224 x lO'^) +s(3. 257 x lO'^) + i.Ol
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S2(0.74 X 10-8)+S(0.7 x 10"^)+ 0.5 x 10^
S3(0.715 X 10-15)+s2(0.224 x 10-9)+S(0 . 3257 x 10-5) + i.qI
0.74 X 10"^ ^ + 0.7 X 10-^ I? + 0.5 x 10^ ^
0.715 X 10-15 + 0.224 x IQ-^ i + 0.3257 x 10-5 1_ +1.01 _1_
1.035 X 10^ ^ + 0.98 X lO-^-"- ^tt + . 7 x 10 17
1
^
1 - F- 0.313 X 106 I - 0.455 x
10^0 ij - 1.415 x 10^^ L.!
In order to see oscillations, if any, in the brush recorder we
must time scale the computer.
h.
The frequency of oscillations is around f = 10 cps so if we time
scale by 10 we represent one cycle in one second (computer time).
0.1035 X 10^ ^ + 0.98 X 10^ —- + 0.7 x lo5 —
;
W(S) =
i-j-.o. 313 X 102 i - 0.455 x 102 J— - 0.1415 x 10^ -L,
Output
Figure 6-2. Analog Computer Flow Graph
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Figure 6-3: COMPUTER DIAGRAM "DEAD ZONE"
Since the gain of the summer is very high we amplitude scale the
problem by 10 . The computer diagram before amplitude scaling appears
in Figure 6-3. When we amplitude scale, the input resistors to the
summer are to be multiplied by 10-^.
Q
We select a point on the T = curve defined by C = 0.83 x 10" fd,
L2 = 0.159 X 10~1 h, which corresponds to frequency UJ = 6.8593 x 10^.
S^(0.83 X 10-8)(.159 x 10-1)(0.51 x 10"^) - 0.83 x 10"^.
•(0.51 X 10"^)1 + s2j(0.83 X 10~^)(.159 x 10"^)(0.151 x 10^)
+ (.83 X 10"^)(17.1)| + S 1(0.83 x 10"^)(2.51 x 10^)
+ 0.159 X 10~^ - 0.5 X 10-2/ + 1.01 X 10^
Set S = jo) and equalizing the real part to zero,
-0)^(0.200 X 10"^ + 0.0142 x 10"^) = -1.01 x 10^
^2 = 1-01 X 10^ , ^.73^ 109
0.2142 X 10 ^
60 = 6.86 X 10 close to the expected value.
For simulationagain, we give the following set of values to the para-
meters of the circuit and tube.
.-4
yo = 10 mhos
r^ = r2 = 100 SL
M = 10"^ henry
h-^ = 10"-^ henry
We select a point on the 3 ~ ^ curve defined by:
A = 50 C = 0.83 X 10"^ f




[s2(0.83 X 10-8)(0.171 x lO'^) + S(0.83 x 10"^) (2 x lO^) + ij
S3r0.672 X 10-15] + s2ro.2l4 x IQ-^j + sFo-Sie x 10-5J+ 1.01
s2(0.71 X 10-8) + s(0.83 x IQ-^ + 0.5 x 10^
S3[0.672 X 10"15] + s2ro.214 x 10-^]+ sfo.Sie x IQ-M + 1.01
1.06 X 10^ -^ + 1.235 X 10^1 —^ + 0.745 x lO^^ -\-
.
- r -0.318 X 10^ -^ - 0.47 x IQIO —— - 1.5 x 10^^ ~^ 1
0.106 X 108 -L- + 0.1235 x lO^^ _L_ + 0.745 x lO^''
—Kr-
S s^ S3
1 - f -0.318 X 10^ -i 0.47 X 10^° —^- 0.15 x 10^^^ —^1[-0.
Time scale by 10^
0.106 X 10^ _i_ + 0.1235 x 10^ \, + 0.742 X 10 5 1
W(S) = ^ ^
2 1
_ n iL7 V in2 _} ^ r\ tk ^ in^ 1
.-[-0-0.318 X 10^ — 0.47 X 10^ — 0.15 x 10






0.212 X 10-^1 + S 0. 316 x lO'^ J
+ 1.01 =
S^: 0.672 X lO'^^ 0.316 x 10~^
S^: 0.214 X 10-9 -^ Q-^
S^: (0.214 X 10~9)(0.316 x 10-^) - (0. 672x10"^^) (1 .01) 0.0
0.212 X 10-9
3°: 1.01 0.0
In order to have oscillations the S term must go to zero:
0.675 X 10"-^^ - 0.68 x lO'^^ ^ o. Roots are to the right
half of the plane but very close to j w) axis, and frequency
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-L = 0.2 X lO"-"- h
-9
C = 7 X 10 f
Speed 5 mm/sec







L2 = 0.159 X 10"* h
C = 0.83 X 10~® f
Speed 5 mm/sec
Time scaled by: 10
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2 3 h21 __ = 4.68 X 10^ = 46.8 x 10^
.214 X 10"^
*^ = 6.85 X 10 almost exactly as shown on the curve in
Figure 5-3. The computer diagram is shown in Figure 6-4.
Results of Simulation
The output of the analog simulation is shown on graphs 6-5 and 6-6.
From Figure 6-5 one can see that the system oscillates at about the
frequency of 6.87 x 10 rad/sec which is close to the order of frequen-
cies which are to be expected in this region if the curve "^ = for
A = 50 were continuous.
This point of operation (A = 50, L2 = 0.2 x 10"^ h, C = 7 x 10"^ f)
lies to the right half plane, since the oscillations are building up in
amplitude. The reason that the amplitude is building up cannot be at-
tributed to the fact that in this area the digital computer gives com-
plex roots for L2 and C but rather to unavoidable inaccuracy in select-
ing this point to be on the A = 50 curve by extrapolation.
From Figure 6-6 one can see that the amplitude of oscillations is
more stable although ultimately build up as they have to, since it has
been found by Routh's criterium that we operate slightly to the right
of the j u) axis. This happens due to plotting and slide rule approxima-
tions.
Finally, the building up of amplitude and probably inaccuracy in
frequency of oscillations is attributed not only to plotting and slide
rule approximations, but also computer and brush recorder calibration
and the inaccuracy of the values of resistors and capacitors of the
simulation circuit.
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6-2. Digital Computer Simulation.
To avoid noise and scaling problems which are inevitable in analog
computers, one could simulate the problem for the selected point in the
"dead zone" using digital computer by ROUTINE INTEGI.
The characteristic equation taken from analog computer simulation
is:
S3(0.715 X lO"-"-^) + s2(0.224 x 10"^) + S(3.257 x 10"^) + 1.01 =
S^ + (0.313 X 10^) s2 +(0.455 x 10^°)S + 0.1415 x 10^^ =
X + (0.313 x 10^) X + (0.455 x 10^°)X + 0.1415 x 10-^°X = 1
Initial conditio
Let X(l) = X
X(2) = X(l) = X
X(3) = X(2) = X
X(3) = X* = -C(l) X(l) - C(2) X(2) - C(3) X(3) + C(4).
Equation to be solved:
X(l) = X(2)
X(2) = X(3)
X(3) = -C(1)*X(1) - C(2)*X(2) - C(3)*X(3) + C(4)
Since tu 4 6.86 x 10^, f = 1.09 x 10^, T = 0.92 x 10"^ sec, we select
the time interval -^ —i— = 0.9 x 10 °.
_4
Initial time = Final time = 5 x 10 sec.
From the digital computer output of about five cycles (Figure 6-7)
we see that the circuit in the "dead zone" oscillates. Again, the fact
that oscillations seem to converge is immaterial, since we are interes-
ted only in seeing if the circuit oscillates.
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6-3. Routh's criterion test of points.
Working backwards we leave gain A as variable in the case of the
point in the "dead zone" and solve for A at the limit of stability (on
the ju) axis) .
Characteristic equation:
s3[AaiL2 - M2)CyQ + (L^L^ - M2)Cy I +
s2JA(L^r2 + L2r^)Cy^ + C(yQL^r2 + yoL2i^i + L^ + L2 + 2M)J +
SrA(Crir2 - M)yQ + Cy^r^r2 + yQL2 + CCr^^ + r2)j + (r2yQ + 1) =
Putting values:
y^ = 10" mhos
Tj^ = r2 = 100 SL
M = 10"^ henry
L-,^ = 10"2
L2 = 0.2 X 10-1 T^
C = 0.7 X 10"^ f
we get
s3|a(0.2 X 10"^ - 10-8)(.7 x 10-^)(10-^) + (0.2 x 10"^ - 10"^).
.(.7 X 10-8)(10-^)j+ S^ A(2.1)(.7 x lO'^XlO"^) + (.7 x 10"^).
•(10-5 + 0,2 X 10"^ + lC-3 + .2 X 10"1 + .2 X 10"^)/+ S/A(.7 x
- 10"^)(10-^) + (.7 X 10-8) + .2 X 10-5 + (0.7 X 10"^) (2 x lO^)]
10-^
+ (10-2 + 1) =
s3[(0.14 X 10"-^^)A + (0.14 X 10-16)1 +
S2 ["(0.147 X 10-11)A + (0.7 x 10-Q)(0.2141 x lO"!)!
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[,-.+ Sl( 0.3 X 10-S)A + 0.34 X 10
Routh's criteriim:
-5]+ 1.0:
S3 : [(0.14 X 10"^^)A + 0.14 X 10-16
: [(0.14 X 10 ^^)A + 0.15 x 10"^ ]
3 X 10-°)A +
1.01
0.34 X 10-5)
For the limit of stability
[(-0.3 X 10-^)A + 0.34 X 10-5 . I (q 14 X 10-11)A + 0.15 X 10
,-16(0.14 X 10-^°)A + 0.14 X 10'
•16J.[^1.01
-']-




-A(0.141 X 10--^°) - 0.141 X lO"-'" =16 _
,-20 -18> >-16A^(0.42 X 10-^^) + A(9.79 x lO--'") - 4.97 x 10 "" =
a2(0.42 X 10"^) + A(9.97 x lO'^) - 4.97 =




- 2.33 X 103 ± I 5.4 x 10^ + 4.72 x lO^J
- 2. 33 X 10 3 i 2.42 X 10 3 _ .09 x 10" 90
= 45
2 2 2 =
This certifies the fact that the point lies to the right half plane,
because in order to come on the jo' axis we must reduce Qain from 50 to
45. Plug A back into the S row and solve for frequency and we get:
W2
1.01
(0.14 X 10-11)45 + 0.15 X 10-^ 0.213 x 10"^
1-01
=4.7xl09
W = 6.85 X 10^ rad/sec
Now take a point to the right of the previous one and try to get
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A = 50.
The point is defined:
L2 = .205 X 10"^ h
C = .7 X 10-8 f
Characteristic equation becomes:
s3Ja(0.205 X 10"^ - 10"^)(.7 x lO'^XlO"^) + (0.205 x 10"^
10"^)(.7 X 10-S)(10"^)| + 32^(2. 15)(. 7 X 10-^)(10"'*) +
(.7 X 10~8)(10"^ + 0.205 X 10^ + .205 x 10"^ + 10"^ +
.2 X 10"^) + S A(.7 X 10-
X 102)
s3[a(0.144 X 10-16) ^ (0.144 x 10-16)] + S^ A(0.151
+ (.7 X 10~8)(.2195 X 10"^)] + S A(-0.3 x 10"^) + 0.345 x IQ-^
'-^
- 10"S(10-^) + (.7 X 10"^) +
.205 X 10-5 ^ (^7 ^ io-8)(2 ^ + (lO'^ + i) =
X 10-^b
+ 1.01
S^ : A(0.144 X 10"16) + (0.144 x lO"!^) a(-0.3 x 10-8) + .345 x 10 ^
S^ : A(.151 X 10-11) + (0,154 x 10-^) 1.01
For the limit of stability:
rA(-.3 X 10~8) + (.345 X 10-^) • A(.151 x lO-H + .154 x 10'^
-rA(.144 X 10-^6) + (^144 ^ 10"16)1 -f 1.01 j =
A^ r .454 X 10~^°] + A .975 x lO'l^J - .547 x 10"^^ =




3 1 [4.62 X 10^ + 4.84 X lO^J
-2.15 1 2.26 ,„3X 10
A = JJJ2_ = 55
2 ^ ]_^01 = 1.01 ^ ;lq9
^ (SS)(.151 X 10-11) + (.154 X 10-9) .237
= 4.26 X 10^
(^ = 6.525 X 10^ rad/sec.
Interpolating between values of L„ we define a point:
fL2 = .203 X 10"-^ h
Point A <
C = .7 X 10"° f
S^rA(0.203 X 10-S(.7 X 10-S)(10-^) + (.203 x 10-^)(.7 x 10"^) (10-^)1 +
S^ rA(2.13)(.7 X 10~®)(10-^) + (.7 x lO'^) (10~^ + 0.203 x 10"^ + .203 x lo'V
10-3 + .203 X 10-3)1 + S A(.7 x 10-^)(10~^) + (.7 x 10"^) + .203 x 10"^
+ (.7 X 10-8) (2 ^ io2)j + (10-2 + 1) =
S^ rA(.142 X 10"-^^) + (.142 X 10-^^)j +
S^l A(.149 X 10"-^^) + (.7 X 10-8)(.217 x 10~-^)1
S |a(- .3 X 10"^) + .343 X 10-^1 + 1.01 =
Routh array ;
s3 : A(.142 x 10"^^) + (.142 x lO-^^) A(-.3 x 10-^) +. 343x10"^
S^ : A(.149 X 10"^^) + .152 x 10"^ 1.01
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At the limit of stability:
rA(.l49 X 10"^^) + .152 X 10"^J'Ia(-.3 x 10~^) + . 343 x 10"^J
- A(.142 X 10"^^) + (.143 X 10"^^)J- ll.Ol] =
a2 [".447 X 10"^° + A 1.97 36 x lO"^^! - 507 X 10"15 =
Pp- + A(2.18 X 10^) - 1.17 X 10^ =




A = -120- ^ 50
2








(50) (.149 X 10-11) + ,152 X lO'^ '^^^
WJ = 6.68 X 10^ rad/sec
We take another point defined by:
L2 = -22 X 10-1 ^
C = .64 X 10"^ f
The characteristic equation becomes:
S^[a(.22 X 10-^ - 10-^)(.64 X 10-S)(10"^) + (.22 x 10"^ - 10"^)(.64 xio').
(lO'Sl + S^
I
A(2.3)(.64 X 10~^)(10-^) + (.64 x 10-S)(10-5 + .22 x 10"^
+ .22 x 10"! + 10-3 + .2 X 10-3)1 + sIa(.64 x 10-^ - lO"^) (10"^) +
(.64 X 10"^) + .22 X 10"^ + (.64 x 10'^) (2 x 10^)1 + (10"^ + 1) =
135
I^FaCUI X 10-16) + (.141 X 10-16)J H^ S2|^A(. 147 X 10-^b + (.64 X 10"^)
(.2342 X 10-1)1 + S
I





': A(.141 X 10"^^) + (.141 x lO'l^) A(-36xl0-^) + (.348x10-^)
S2 : A(.147 x lO'^^) + (.15 x 10"^) 1.01
For the limit of stability:
rA(.147 X 10-11) + (.15 X 10-9)J'[ A(-.36 x
10"^) + (.348 x lO"^)/
- |a(.141 X 10"^^) + (.141 X 10-16)J'I l.OlJ =
a2(.529 X 10-20) + a(.958 x 10"^^) - 5.36 x 10"^^ =
A^ + 1.81 X lO^yA- 1.01 X 10^=i?
'/z
A = *' ~_ •" _~ X 10
- 1.81 X 10^ t [3.28 X 106 + 40.4 X lO^J -1.81 t 1.93
^^3
ii2_=55
We take the next approximation, a point defined:
point B
•L2 = .217 X lO--"- h
C = .64 X 10-° f
S^ [a(.217 X 10-^)(.64 X 10-S)(10-^) + (.217 x 10-^) (.64 x 10-^) (10"^) I
+ s2 A(2.27)(.64 X 10-^)(10-^) + (.64 x 10-^)(10~^ + .217 x IQ-^ + .217
X 10"^ + 10-^ + .2 X 10-3)J + s( A(.64 x 10"^ -10"^) + (.64 x 10-^) +
.217 X 10-^ + (.64 X 10-8)(2 x 10^)1 + 1.01 =
S^ |a(.139 X 10-16) + (.139 x 10-16)1 +
136
+ S2 [a(.145 X 10"^^) + (.64 x 10-S)(.231 x IQ-^)] +
S rA(-.36 X 10"^) + (.345 x
10"^) J + 1.01 =
At the limit of stability:
Routh array ;
S^ : A(.139 x 10-^6) + (.139 x 10"^^) A(-.36 x 10-5)+( .345x10"^)
S^ : A(.145 X 10"^^) + (.148 x 10"^) 1.01
[a(.145 X 10"^^) + (.148 X 10"^)j-fA(-.36 x 10'®) +
(.345 X 10~^)]
-j A(.139 x IQ-^^) + (.139 x lO"'^^)]
'
•[l.Oll =
P? r.522 X 10"^°
J
+ A 1. 958 x lO'^^J _ .524 x 10"-^^ =
A^ + A(1.885 X 10^) - 10^ =
A =
-1-885 t [3.55 X 10^ + 4 X lO^J
_




A = -i|°- - 50
So this point also falls on top of 3 = curve for A = 50.
Frequency at this point is
2
^
1.01 ^ 1.01 X 10^
(50)(.147 X IQ-ll) + (.15 X 10-^) '^^^
^= 6.74 X 10^ rad/sec, which is higher than ^= 6.68 x 10^
rad/sec found for the previous point.
We test for another point on A = 50 curve, defined by;
L2 = .19 X 10-1 ^lU -^ h -\
10"® f J
point C of Figure 6-8
C = .74 X
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s3[a(.19 X 10-^(.74 X 10-8)(10-^) + (.19 x 10-^)(.74 x 10-8)(10-^]
+ s2fA(2)(.74 X 10-8)(10-^) + (.74 x 10"^) (lO'^ + .19 x lO'^ + .19 x
10-^ + 10-3 + .2 X 10-3)] + s{"a(.74 x 10"^ - 10"^) (10-^) + (.74 x 10"^)
+ .19 X 10-5 + (.75 X 10-8) (2 ^ io2)J + 1.01 =
S^ [a(.141 X 10-16) ^ (.141 X 10-16)
J
+
S2 Fa(.148 X 10-11) ^ (74 ^ lO-8)(.2039 x lO'l)]
S rA(-.26 X 10-8) ^ ( 33g ^ io-5)J + 1.01 =
Routh array ;
S^ : A(.141 X 10-16) + (.141 ^ lO'l^) A(-.26 x 10-8)+ .338x10-^
S^ : A(.148 X 10-11) + (151 ^ io-9) 1.01




A(.141 X 10-16) + (.141 X 10-16)J«j^l.0lJ =
a2 r.385 X 10-2°J
+ A [.964 x 10"1^J - .594 x 10"!^ =
a2 + A(2.5 X 10^) - 1.36 x 10^ =
'/*
A =
-2-5 ± [5.25 X 106 + 5.44 X lO^j ^ -2.5 ± 2.6 ^ ^q3
2 2
A = -102_ = 50
2







. (50) (.148 X 10-11) + (151 X 10-^) .225 x 10"
t^ = 6.7 X 10^ rad/sec
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So we can conclude that the curves, although seemingly interrupted
due to the complex values of parameters L2, C, in reality are intercon-
nected. There is a minimum in frequency however, and below this mini-
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7. Tube Tuned Plate Oscillator
7-1. Derivation of the characteristic equation.












Z = r + SL +
SC
SCr + S LC + 1
SC
Trrtm
Figure 7-1. Tuned plate oscillator
and equivalent ly:
Figure 7-2. Tuned plate equivalent circuit
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Putting those values in the relation (18), we get:
g M + y (- .}., + -1—) +1 =
;„4^+ y^(_SCZ^) ^1 =
CZ ^° s2c2z




Sh.^ . ^^- ^3^^ - ' [yoCS . S2c2] - y, =
S^CL + SCgmM + Ly^ + Cr) + (y^r + 1) =
where






Tube voltage gain A = ——:;—^— since p = r g^^^
•P " ^L
A = g„ ""P^L Jm_
P " ^L ^o
Divide by y so that we have a relation involving gain which usually
comes along with the amplifier.
S2-£I;_ + S(AM + L + -^^) + (r + —1—) =
Yq Yq Vq
7-2. Parameter plane curves C versus r for different gains.
Let us give some typical values to the different components of the
circuit:
y^ = 10"^ mhos
' o
L = 10"3 h
M = -10"^ h
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-H 01 CO r-. o \r> rr
•-T f—Ht
.-< cn CO rx to
» .^- 1 , , i r+H- -i-JH-i-l-i-t- l^-l-i-l-i—F-1-
mr ill !li
1—I cr> 00 r-. <c to
For A = 30
Characteristic equation becomes:
S^CIOC) + S(-3 X 10-3 + 10-3 + 10^ Cr) + (r + 10^) =
!2(.l X lO^C) + S r .1 X 10^ Cr - .2 X IQ-^ I + j . 1 x lO^r +
.1 X lO^J =
For A = 40




For A = 50
S^(.l X lO^C) + S f.l X lO^Cr - .4 X IQ-^J + 1.1 x lO''-
0.1 X 10^1 =
Results for Tuned Plate: Parameters C versus r ;
The 3» - ^ curves have the same shape for different gains and they
are straight lines on log-log paper, so logarithmic variation of one
parameter requires logarithmic variation of the other also, in order
that the system will operate on the ju^ axis.
The constant U) curves are almost vertical for the lower part of
the 3 - curves and they become distorted at higher u> like to
_>
3.5928 X 10 rad/sec as shown in Figure 7-3.
7-3. Transistor Tuned Plate (Collector) Oscillator:
To derive the characteristic equation of this circuit we work dif-
ferently because the already derived equation (18) does not hold in
general for the transistor circuit.
144
*i<!V
Figure 7-4. Transistor Tuned Collector
Figure 7-5. Tuned Collector Equivalent Circuit
Feedback B =
Eb J^MI^ jo^M
Ec -(r + jalM)lL r + j L
Voltage amplitude A^ = Ec ^FE^b'^
'b ^b[rb + rgChpE + l)j
(r + jtOL) -^i rr
impedance Z = ' r + SL
r + ju)L + _L_ LCS^ + CrS + 1
jcuC




'^FE ^ 3 1
r + SL r^ + TgChpE + D
(ShpEM) (r . SL) _ (^ ^ 3^).r ^ , ^^^^^^ , ,J
LCS2 + CrS + 1 -'
eM + TlCS^ + CrS + l|.
I
Tb + r-gChpE + l^l =0
r, + r (h„^ + 1) =0b e FE




8. Tube Tuned Grid Oscillator.














Zi = -^ - J***!^' = - Z + SL
Z = r + SL + _! ^
LCS^ + rCS + 1
SC ' SC
Plugging into the characteristic equation we get:
°m"
_M__ ( SL'Z - SV . + 1=0
CZ ^o Z -'
Sm^ ^ yoM + y^CCSL'z - S^M^) + CZ =

















_ ''P ^ ^L
o Z^ rpZ/R^ rpR^
dividing by y we set gain A =
S^Cl'LC - CM^) + S^a'Cr + -^U S(AM + l' + —) + -L =
y© ' ^0 yo
8-2. Parameter plane curves C versus L for different gains.
We give different values to the tube circuit parameters such as:
y =10" mhos
•' o
r = 100 -a
-4
M = -10 henry
L = 10"^ henry
The characteristic equation becomes:
For A = 30
S^jlO-^L'C - 10"^c| + s2rio2L'C + lOcJ + s/lO^C + l' -
3 X 10"3] + 10^ =
For A = 40
s^
J
10"^ l'c - 10"^cJ + S^ I ig^l'c + locI + S
I
lO^C + l' -
4 X 10~^| + 10^ =
For A = 50
S3 I 10-3 l'c - 10-^Cj + S2|l02 L'C + lOcj + S lO^C + L' -
5 X 103j + 10^ =
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at CO I-
f-i CD CO r^ U3 to
Results for Tuned Grid; Parameters C versus L .
From figure 8-2, one notes that the "5 " ^ curves for different
gains have the same shape. Namely, for higher frequencies, i.e. UJ ^
1.2 X 10^ rad/sec , the parameter l' remains almost constant with a
variation of C.
For frequencies W^^ 1.2 x 10 rad/sec, both parameters are re-
quired to be varied for oscillations. Beyond a certain value of OJ for
a given gain, such as W^ = .6071 x 10° rad/sec for gain A = 30, the
digital computer output gives complex values for parameters C, l' .
The constant U> curves are straight lines of the same slope on
the semi-log paper.
8-3. Transistor tuned grid (base) oscillator.
\ .B-
Figure 8-3. Transistor Tuned Base
The characteristic equation of this circuit is:
yfZf ^ YiZo -^ yo^i " AyAz ^ '^ = ^
and it cannot be further simplified as it could in the tube circuit, be
cause y^ and y^. are not in general too small to be neglected. We will
150
find the y parameters of the transistor in terms of the h parameters







Figure 8-4. Tuned base equivalent circuit




" 11 '^in h^i + AhRj^ '
The rest of the parameters are:
h








h parameters in terms of transistor parameters are:
pre
^11 = ^b ^
^12
T-T^r = ''b " a<
Pr,
where ^ 5 hpg
( 1 -«) r^, <X re
^21 ^ '^FE = ^






























/S (rb + re )
_
A h '^^c /S (rt, + r^)
^11 ^^b ^yg'^e r^O«Cr^ ^^r^)
1 ^ h22RL ^ " ^TFT
yi =









Z. = - -^ ^ SL




Z = r . SL . -i- = S^LC ^ SrC ^ 1
SC SC
Plug these Z quantities into equation
y^Zf + y^Z^ + y^Z^ +^y^Z + 1 =
and we get
y,^ * yi( 1 - ^4*^) * yo<s-' - "f^ *SC
+ SM^) +1 =Ay F-il - -l-(-iil- - sm2 ]
[ C CZ SC J
Manipulating this expression, we get:
s3[y^c2LL' - yoM2c2| + s2|yQc2rL' + (4y)L'LC-»-
-(4y)CM^ + c2lJ + slyfMC + y^^LC + y^jCL' +
153
+ (^y)L'rC + rc2] + [y^rC + cj =
Now put in the y parameters and get the characteristic equation for the
tuned base transistor oscillator.
Final expression:
S3 ^y^CLL' - yoM^c] + s2 f y^CrL' + (i^y)L'L - (Ay)M^ + Cl]
+ S [yfM + y^L + y^L' + (Ay)L'r + rC J + [y^r + ij =
154
9. Discussion and Conclusions.
The characteristic equations of tube phase shift oscillators have
been developed first and formed in such a way that they fit the para-
meter plane technique, for which a brief suounary is given.
Then the phase shift oscillator Is studied using three sets of
parameters i.e., C^ versus Ry,, C^ versus A and C^ versus R. for which
the "5=0 curves for different gains and sensitivity curves have been
calculated and plotted.
The characteristic equations of Colpitt's, Hartley, tuned grid,
tuned base and tuned plate oscillators have been derived using the gen-
eral technique given by reference r2] based on two-port network proper-
ties.
Colpitt's oscillator is analyzed for parameters C, versus L and
C2 versus L and the sensitivity curves have been drawn for different
values of tube gains.
The Hartley oscillator has been studied for parameter set C versus
L^, C versus L2 and C versus A in the same fashion. The digital compu-
ter gives complex values of parameters C, Lo for a certain area ("Dead
Zone") and at first glance it seemed that the oscillator would not
oscillate in the zone. This phenomenon is further investigated by
simulation of the oscillator in this zone by analog and digital compu-
ter, and it is found that it actually oscillates. Also* the apparent
discontinuity in the C versus L2 curves is checked analytically^ point
by point and the curve is shown to be continuous.
Also, the tuned plate and tuned grid oscillators have been studied
for one set of parameters, C versus r and C versus L , respectively,
for different gains.
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In order that the different problems will be computerized, the com-
ponents of the circuit and the amplifier had been given different numer-
ical values which may or may not occur in an actual circuit, but this
has been done for the sake of simplicity. As a consequence, the para-
meters and/or the frequency of oscillations may sometimes come out in
values that usually do not occur in a real oscillator circuit, but it
is beyond the scope of the present text, where we are interested in
studying only the pattern of parameter variations.
From the phase shift oscillator parameter plane curves C^ versus
A, we have found that the minimum gain A for oscillations to be sus-
tained is A = 28 as has been proved analytically, so the validity of
the technique is reaffirmed.
Also, from the Hartley parameter plane curves C versus A, it is
found that the minimvim gain to sustain oscillations is A = 1 by proper
selection of the other parameter C.
For several cases we notice that one parameter remains constant,
while the frequency changes with the other. This result can be used
to detect the variation of the other parameter which may represent a
quantity to be measured, by just measuring the frequency variation.
The parameter plane technique can be applied to circuits contain-
ing not only passive elements but active elements also under the con-
straint that the active element operates in a linear region.
The author wishes to express his gratitude and appreciation for the
valuable assistance rendered in this work to Professor G. J. Thaler of
the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California.
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